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Planet Products frank loaders …
still the world standard

Long recognized as the world leader in frank loaders, Planet Products 
has continued to incorporate innovations that set the standard for quality, 
efficiency and return on investment. Indeed, our next generation frank 
loaders will use vision systems and enhanced processing techniques to 
eliminate operational error and conserve orientation of processed foods 
from manufacturing to packaging. If you’re planning for acquisition or 
upgrades, call us to find out how the newest Planet Products frank loaders 
will guarantee improved performance.

Bulk frank loading challenge:

For a major hot dog manufacturer, Planet Products designed
and built a single automatic frank loading system to unscramble,

 orient, count and load 13 different sized products while
inserting bagged boxes and escaping filled boxes.

Technology
never dreamed up a blueprint

Innovation
begins with people
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Automation
is art and science

Planet Products Corporation’s “artists” include over 35 experts 
with 10 to 20 or more years of in-house automation 
experience. From project managers to engineers, sales support 
to quality assurance specialists, your project is guided from 
prototype to installation with seamless precision. And when it 
comes to science, our 54,000 square foot facility incorporates 
all the technology and resources required — from CNC 
machining/turning centers to our state of the art inspection 
facility — to deliver true turnkey design, engineering and 
manufacturing assistance.

Anyone
can listen
Solutions
spring from understanding

Planet Products monitors the performance of over 5,000 
customized packaging and assembly installations worldwide ... 
five times more than our nearest competitor. If that number 
surprises you, it shouldn’t. In fact, our automation solution 
partners include many of the world’s largest food processors 
and consumer products companies.
At Planet, our focus is innovation but our process begins with 
people. People who listen. People who learn. People who 
conceptualize the challenge, then turn those concepts into 
custom, turnkey automation solutions.

Planet Products D.E.A.L.s
meet the challenge

Our Digitally Enhanced Automated Lines [D.E.A.L.s™] 
are custom-engineered, integrated solutions designed 
to meet specific assembly and packaging demands, 
often employing advanced robotics and vision system 
technologies to dramatically enhance the efficiency of 
unscrambling, orienting and conveyance operations.
Examples of operational Planet Products D.E.A.L.s include 
systems for lunch meat slicing and conveying, fill and seal 
package assembly, sandwich cooking and assembly, and 
packager reloading.

Controlled atmosphere packaging challenge:

For a major package goods manufacturer, Planet Products
designed and built a packaging system that would

automatically place, gas flush, seal, stack and over-wrap
trays of shortening sticks at a rate of 4,000 pounds per hour.
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